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Özgür Kar, a guy under the influence, 2020, Two 4K videos with sound, 35 mins loop
Two 75” TVs, Wall Brackets, Media players, Cord-reel, 96 x 336 x 4 cm
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Cohl. Nonetheless, the drawings contrast violently with the technological
apparatus used to present them: an
assemblage of 4K Samsung screens
with a 75-inch diagonal. If advertising
companies usually eroticise the infinite
depth generated by such screens
thanks to the billions of colours inhabiting their extremely high resolution of
3840 by 2160 that makes the human
eye almost obsolete. In comparison,
Kar here totally negates such technological virtuosity. Instead of pushing
the UHD processor to its limits in the
wake of 3D-animation artists such as
Ed Atkins, his figures are damned to a
low-tech bidimensional boredom. Like
Atlas in Greek mythology – who, following his defeat in the war of the
Titans against the Olympian gods, was
forced by Zeus to hold up the celestial
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For his first solo exhibition at Édouard
Montassut, Özgür Kar decided to pursue his soon-to-be iconic series of large
homoerotic digital bas-reliefs. The
show stages a face-off between two
male figures imprisoned in their
respective flat TV screens, humming
undecipherable lyrics. Kar started this
corpus of work at Taylor Macklin in

Zurich in 2018, in parallel with a
revival of a work by Turkish artist
CANAN in the form of posters plastered around public spaces with German translations of suggestive phrases
such as, “Finally, you are in me” or,
“Your hole, in my hole.” Between a sexual agitprop and a fetishism for bubble-butt figures, Kar has been busy
exposing the inner Beckettian monologue of desire in the age of impromptu
sexting and Grindr ubiquity.
Immersed in the dark, the visitor is squeezed between two half sleeping figures whose inflated bodies are
rendered with a simple continuous
white line on a deep black background.
In their formal purity the recumbent
figures recall early twentieth-century
animation traditions of pioneers such
as James Stuart Blackton and Émile
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Özgür Kar, it is all in his head, 2020,
Two 4K videos with sound, 35 mins loop
Two 75” TVs, TV stands,
Media players, Cord-reel, 196 x 192 x 70 cm
heavens for eternity – Kar’s two figures
seem condemned to hold together the
very TVs that bind them. The popularity of the Atlas myth in the architectural field is for the first time translated within the digital realm through
the personification of the expansive
loneliness and melancholy associated
with the digital condition. Screens act
as coffins for the ego, but the titles of
the two works – it is all in his head
and a guy under the influence (both
2020) – offer no solution.
Can exhibitions be bored?
Should they always and invariably commit to the duty of entertaining the
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viewer? The answer for Kar is clearly
no. If the economy of attention forces
every sign and surface to compete in
order to attract our attention. The artist
renounces any pretention to alter,
intensify, or break the visual continuum of our daily life. On the contrary,
he seems to expose lassitude as the
most heroic form of resistance to a submission to intensity.
In his essay on boredom written
after visiting Coney Island in 1904, the
writer Maxim Gorky spoke about the
spiritual ennui generated by capitalist
society: “But no human voice is heard.
The monotonous hissing of the arc

lights fills the air, the sounds of music,
the cheap notes of the orchestrions,
and the thin, continuous sputtering of
the sausage-frying counters. All these
sounds mingle in an importunate hum,
as of some thick, taut cord. And if the
human voice breaks into this ceaseless
resonance, it is like a frightened whisper. Everything ’round about glitters
insolently and reveals its own dismal
ugliness. The soul is seized with a
desire for a living, beautiful fire, a sublime fire, which should free the people
from the slavery of a varied boredom.”
Kar is a preacher of the abyme.
Charles Teyssou
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